Libraries at the Crossroads
Resolving Identities
Paradigm shift: from collection to connection
Collaborating library platforms for discovery, sharing and impact
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Tresoar: information institute

• Museum

• Archive (public record office)

• Library
Collection management Tresoar

• Node in a network

• Knowledge hub (physical and digital)

• Infrastructure
Paradigm shift in collection management

- From possession to access
- From collection to connection
- Participation driven acquisition
Case study

‘Wadden Sea Library’
Crossing borders

• Connect collections national and international
• Connect and give access to datasets
• Digitalize publications (content creation)
• Public activities
Wadden Sea Group Catalogue: pilot project

- Tresoar’s objective: what, why and how?
- Stakeholders
- Challenges:
  - using the same terminology
  - project governance
  - costs
Result and future perspective

• Expanding the knowledge hub
  • - more partners
  • - find project funding

• Towards a Wetlands Discovery Group Catalogue?
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